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kY — 1PRIL 21, 1959

STOP LIVING IN
THE WORLD OF
HALF-SOUND

If you are partially deaf, I
pledge that
within 15 minutes I can show
,.
I .e" 1
you the door to
a new world of
amazingly clear,
distinct sou n d s
- a world free
em the annoying, almost mad:ning background noises usual.
associated with ordinary -hears aids. And you will enter this
mid of full, clear sound with it awkward, unsightly bands in
le hair, wires in your clothes,
• blobs in or behind your ears.
our kry to this new world is
Otarion Listener, employing
m ad er n scientific principle
sown as "Target Hearing" hich many scitntists call art
miracle." Through
lectronies
'argot Hearing", you will be
de to hear wanted sounds crispand clearly, without the disacting clatter and clamor of
iackground noises" which usuly plague those wearing ordiiry hearing aids. And your sect will be safe with an Otarion
stener. 'rhere are no "gadgets"
"gimmicks" to produce awaress of a hearing aid. A tiny,
most invisible tube leads to the
r.
If you feel you are losing your
aring, you owe it to yourself
come in for a free audiometric
rasurement and a demonstrael of the Otarion Listener am and acclaimed by such
irlrl-renowned personalities as
Eleanor Roosevelt. You will
t be charged for your visit
d will be under no obligation$
e only thing you will give is
se-a few minutes. Give me
opportunity to help you out
your lonely world of half
ind.

)

LSO

BATTERIES For Your
OTARioN LISTNER

Ira, Lubie F. Thurmond
Otarion Representative
PLaza 3-4552

Selected As A Best All Hound Kentucky Community Newel, _par

First...
with
Local News
•
and
Local Pictures

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County l;e

United Press International

IN OUR 80th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 22, 1959

Must Tell People
'Verne Kyle Is
Named To Board Of Waterfield's
Record, Combs

Tibet Turned Into Prison
By Red China,4efugees

Coin Collector
Club To Be
Organized Here

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Legion Auxiliary To
Meet Next Week
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Monday evening, April
27th at 7:30 at the American
Legion Hall.
"Child Welfare Within the Community" will be the subject of
the evening's program. American
Legion Posts and Auxiliary Units
will stress child welfare in the
17,000 posts over the nation during
the menthe of April.
Miss Sylvia Atkins from the
division of children's department
of Economic Security will be the
guest speaker. Hostesses will, be
Mrs. Ned Wilson. Mrs. John Williams and Mrs. Edgar' Overby.

Vol. LXXX No. 96

Herter To Take
ffice Today

A CL/111 collectors club will be
at a meetHENDERSON ( UPI) - Bert cegainized in Murray
Electric Plant
By A. K. GUPTA
named Thote. a 27-year old graduT. Cons replied here Tueeday ing at the Murray
Friday night.
ate of Peiping University, said
United Press International
night to charges by his opponent building at 7:30 on
KATIAIANDU. Nepal a.IPO — the Chinese killed 165 members
in the Dernocratec gubernatorial All persons who are interested
present.
rnmunist Chinese treops have of his clan in the village of
race that Cambs and Wilson W. are urged to be
The club will be for men,
:nod Tibet into a vast prison Gheturnba in Khren Province. He
Wyatt have resorted to "mud.th thousands of Tibetans being said he saw his father machinewomen and children, especiaily
before the new secretary leaves
By STEWART HENSLEY
_dinging."
coin
.chi ed each day in the streets gunned fur refusing to betray
Monday for Paris and a preUnited Press International
Combs sv-aa scheduled to tour Scouts who are working on
andddist nuns sent to army ether Tibetan patriots
McLean and Crittenden count-es collecting projects.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Geneva conference of the We-tA number of dealers will be
amps for the pleasure of the
Thote said that during his flight
Christian Herter, with the un- ern foreign ministers. Fulbright
today and speak at Madisonville
present to sht.w coins and suptroops, refugees fleeing to Nepal to Nepal he passed through 65
tonight.
animous and enthusastic endorse- said Herter also indicated a desevreported today.
s .1 ages that had been known
The Prestonsburg atorney said plies. They will also donate
ment of the Senate. takes office sire to talk strategy later this
They said nearly 2,500 Tibetan , good trading centers and that
today as secretary of state to week.
that his opponent Lt. Gov, Her- eral door prizes such as coins,
monasteries were damaged or de- every one was destroyed by the
-Draws. Praise _
suede -.Tain- -Faster Dulles.
:y Lee Waterfield "has made prose sets, etc.
Arming those who will be prestroyed by Communist artillery in Communists with not a sign of
Herter won congressional plauHerter will be sworn in at a
his record in government an issent are Albert Lee who deals
the past month and nearly 3,0001 life visible anywhere
White House ceremony attended dits for his test.mony before the
• - in this campaign.
Dukes 111
monks killed, 12,000 arrested_ and.' --"Every Tibetan was a prisoner,'
"I cannot make this race with- in .proof sets; Junior
by President Eisenhower, who committee, where he said he did
was
coins;
gold
country
in
flee
to
dealer
forced
whole
Hardin,
about 800.000 lamas
he said. "The
appointed the undersecretary af- not believe the United States
cut telling the people of Kenin proof sets;
homeless and hungry , into the turned intr a vast prison. Dusk
should use nuclear weapons in
tucky what the public records 41Eksek Lee, dealer
ter Dulles resigned last week.
prosthe
imposed
coins;
old
Gates.
were
Presley
mojaptains.
to ,dawn curfews
truly show."
The 64-year-old Massachusetts the "initial stages" of any shootDonallow
club
"Ms correspondent traveled all over Tibet and did not
who won ringing ing war that m:ght break out
Combs spoke at 'the courthouse idept of the Paducah
Delta Sigma Affiliete at Murray Republican,
will discuss
through the snow-covered 17,000- normal living.
here Tueaday night after visiting ald ,- Satterly. Satterly
tremtes from members of he over Berlin.
as
installed
be
will
College
State
of a coin
"Thousands of peaceful, inocent
foot mountain passes to reach the
He said the United States
alike, was
supporters in Meade and Breck- theipolicy and purpose
Verne (0. Kyle
a local chapter of Tau Kappa party and Democrats
chin.
border of Tibet and interview the Tibetans were being whipped daily
confirmed Tui•sday by a Senate would have to "think very careinridge counties.
22-24May
fraternity
Epsilon
This will be an organizational
refugees. At the Nepal-Tibet bor- in open places in the course of
four hours after fully" about using nuclear weapHe said that if he, his running
Verne Kyle. General Manager
Tau Epsilon presently has 153 vote 93-8 within
der a few miles north of the questioning and inhumane methods of the Murray Manufacturing mate Wyatt or anyone connected meeting and it is envier-tent that
the Foreign Relations Committee ons if it appeared Russia was
the
throughout
chapters
active
village of Tarke, I met some were being applied for confession. Company has been named to the with their team "have said any- all who are interested be presContinued on Page Three
The
United States and Canada Chap- took no his nomination.
refugees who said some of 30 Mostly the people preferred to Board of Directors of the Tappan thing that is incorrect iirS to his ent.
17-0.
him
approved
c•rmanittee
the
at
are
Kentucky
in
This is the first organized ters
well-armed Chinese divisions in confess as desired by the Chinese Company,
Ohio.
Notice to Russia
Waterfield's three public jobs
arid the
form a club in Murray University of Louisville
Tibet were led by Russians.
than stand tortures any longer.
The swift and overwhelming
Mr. Kyle received this honor •and his private real estate trans- effort to
University of Kentucky.
interhas
which
this
tebby
for
Prisoners
Starve
Many
All Are
at a stook holders meeting held actions. while lieutenant goverThe Tekes will be the fourth approval of Herter was designed
interest.
Etglieh emeakine Tibetan
"Markets are closed: essential yesterday in Mansfield.
nor. Waterfield should say so." national
social fraternity to be to serve notice on Russia that he
national
Inthe
in
county
disappeared;
person
ire
Any
consumer goods have
Combs added, "We have only
The many friends of Mr. Kyle
at Murray State. A will have united congressional
installed
inin
is
coin
collecting
resulting
in
trade is finished,
in Murray and Calloway County cited well-k.nown facts in saying terested
Pi Kappa Alpha was backing at the Big Fair foreign
of
chapter
houses
numberless deaths inside
will be pleased to hear this latest that Harry Lee Waterfield is vited.
spring and chap- ministers' conference which belast
installed
caused
from artificial starvation
acknowledgement of his business cha.mtan of the au-called Policy
Chi and Alpha girt May 11 in Geneva.
Sigma
ef
ters
It also was intended to elimiby the Chinese Any mention of ability
Committee eitech collects the two
to be installed
are
Tau
Omega
devetion te_the Dalai Lame was
nate any doubts that Britian and
per cent asseesrnent of state ern.
May.
in
and
month
this
were
.
a serious crime and people
plcyes.
Tau Kappa Epsilon. founded other Allies might have concernThe Murray Board of Zoning
being forced to show their entire
"It is a matter of public rec10. 1889, at Illinois Wes- ing the support enjoyed by Her- Adjustment met yesterday afterJan.
devotion to the Panchen Lama.
ter,'who heretofore has worked
ord t ha'. Harry Lee Waterfield
n,
Bloomingeo
University,
leyan
noon at 4:30 in the city council
"Large numbers of nuns, who
prontiu personally from a real
NICHOLASVILLE (UPI) - Ill., has consistently ranked at in the shadow of Dulles.
the Murray City Hall.
'wally are called "ennis," have
Herter, who describes himself chamber of
estate subdivision in Frankfort Lt. Har:y Lee Waterfield at- the head of college fraternities.
Chairmen James M Lassiter exbeen forced to live in army camps
The value of the stabdivision was tacked hes opponent. Bert T. A National Interfraternity Con- as a "strong team worker," imthe purpose .4 the board
pleasure of the Chinese.
increased by the building at a Combs. here Tuesday night for ference ccenmittee has called the mediately made it clear he in- plained
Funeral services will be he.d at the
to several interested citizens who
reportedly committed
ROME en) - Princess Margaret blacktop highway past it."
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wrth
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closely
Cencooperate
o'clock
to
tended
Medical
3
the
new
at
criticizing
afternoon
best
"The
tc.morrow
Trite pledge program
were present. He also explained
to escape Chinese brutal- braved Rome's worst traffic jam
ter under construction at the plannd program yet devised by members if the Foreign Relafor Walter Seaford who was kill- suicide
how the board was limited in
and angry protests from extreme
ities."
an
tions
in
Conunittee.
of
Kentucky.
University
afternoon
ed yesterday
any fraternity."
authority.
refugee, said Protestant groups back home toanother
Littion,
J
Chairman
C-ommitte
ion
Waterfield,
accldent.
adeninietrat
automobile- train
TICE was the ftrA fraternity to
Those presenting problems to
troops were search- day to attend a private. 23-minute
barked candidate for the Demo.. ettorce a moral code upon its law Fulbright D-Aric said he
Seaford. who lived in 20,000 Chinese
Mr
every person audience with Pope John XXIII
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and
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with
each
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by
to
alone
ing
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for
traveling
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to
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people
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where young men and
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entered
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night
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Monday
ago
met
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skies.
years
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Chinese
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minister the this of mankind."
Mr Seaford, who was 87. is
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jurisdiction
in
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Mother
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at
Queen
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and
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The lieutenant governor claim- tea-fraternity Council
members,
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problems
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by
set
and
greeted
scorch
Park
were
National
have
Elizabeth
ed Cembe "critized the progress Tau Kapp Epsilon is one of the
ford of Mount Pleasant, Tennes- the area and
By FRED DANZIG
J. C Dunn and Mr. Lax related
crops in the field. Pope. a portly figure in white, in May 4, as the date for its next made at the University of Kensee. and Euva Seaford. He was all the standing
top two in continuity. Ninety
United Press International
into
Palace.
eo improper lot size or side yard
vegetation
Papal
the
of
meeting.
the library
tucky, at our state colleges and six per cent of all chapters
also the brother of R. L. Sea- turning the entire
- Arthur variances. all of which were reNEW YORK
Sen. John Sherman Cooper will in all leven of education in an
The Pope smiled as they entered
ford of Murray. Other survivors ashes." he said
granted a charter are active to- Godfrey makes his last "live" solved in the favor of the citizens.
the
deep
at
made
speaker
be the principal
the room and they
Show Opee Deflassee
effort to blind the people to the day.
include two grandchildren and
television appearance today : before
011ie Parks requested authority
Mr.
"Every person must beg food curtsies as they were presented meeting, scheduled for 1:30 p. m. very real accomplishmerKs that
three great grandchildren
leaving the airwaves for possible S. construct a garage apartment
the
of
one
Rural
at
Basile,
Farmers
officer
the
Corradino
at
Chinese
Msgr
(CST)
by
the
made."
are
being
1919.
In
and
been
from
died
have
Seaford's wife
chest surgery.
behind his residence on South
waiting hours in the secret chamberlains.
Elteteic Cooperative Clop. at
He said that there could be
Funeral services will be held nearest camp.
-The 01' Redhead" will be seen Secteerefh street. This question was
only
the British Glasgow.
and
left
couple
lines
royal
The
unending
Methodist
to
than
ambition
noble
"no
more
long
fear the Paletine
on his CBS-TV show from his delayed until More information
satisfy the Chi- Embassy early for their visit beDr. W. H. Bryant, Glasgow provide such fine health services
C/furch and burial will be in those who could
farm near Leesburg. Va., where could be obtained
to cause of a transit strike that physician
comanaged
temporary
and
loyalty
their
of
should
none
nese
for our people that
the Palestine Cemetery.
he went Mbndey after telling his
Earl Littleton requested authorturned Rome into a motorist's chairman of the organization, in- d.e for the lack of prevention or
His body will be brought to get one meal"
audience during a New York ity to construot an addition to
mute vited all Kentucky mayors, city
and
rewas
wife
en
letter
following
times
The
his
Several
lost
nightmare.
who
Anglane
cure of the diseases for which
Murray today by the Max H.
old Irish ruin has his building located at north 10(h
escaping, said their Rolls. Royce was stalled in council member,. electric plant prevention or cure is known to ceived by the Leal Red Cross telecast: -This
Churchill Funeral Home where three children while
Chinese an endless line of cars, but police board members. newspaper repHos- got scene ivy growing on his and Olive Boulevard. The addatien
Army
US
the
from
the
chapter
with
Russians
the men of Medicine.
tumor.
friends may call any time to- he saw
would be 28 feet by 50 feet and
Fort Campbell. Kentucky. chest." He referred to a
were helping jammed their car ahead of other resentatives and other interested
"H this subject is to be crit- pital at
and believed they
night after 8 o'clock
A Godfrey associate in New would be pon*ructed on the
conarthey
4
that
here
so
big
May
and
the
is
a
reprinted
being
It
attend
drivers
to
build
persons
protesting
icized by my opponent, then jet
the Communists
Friday or sometime concrete slab which has been fri
foot rived 10 minutes ahead cat sched- meeting Ed Paxton Jr.. manager
contributors may know that their York late
centration c-amp at the 17.000him criticize." Waterfield said.
Saturday. The name of the hos- place for several years.
Mt.
of
.
television
base
are
gifts
appreciated
and
radio
Paducah
of
ule
level at the northern
pital is being withheld from the
The board decided that Mr.
Mrs. C. C. Lowery
After the audience Margaret station WPM, is co-chairman,
i Everest .
Godfrey's insistence be- Littleton conformed to the present
at
public
to
terror,
sight-seeing
orive
new
of
the
of
of
Representat
Council
Bryant,
w ah Dr.
planned a day
Despite this campaign
cause. in July. 1953. when Godfrey zoning ordinance therefore had
Calloway County Chapter
the Tibetans be topped off by an all-night, ganization.
The steak-bean dinner 01 the the refigees said
underwent surgery on his right no problem before the board. The
tonight
fight
party
ocean:eine
Red
Cross
the
Amencan
This week marked
continuing
champagne-drinking
Civiban Club w:Il be held tomor- still were
here routine at the Massachusetts construction would be an extennightclubs
showrepCourt
plushreet
and
House
County
zation's third meeting,
Communists and
in one of the
Hospital in Boston was sion of a non -conforming use.
row night at 6:00 o'clock at against the
General
Red
cittheir
Murray. Kentucky
resentatives of 13 Kentucky
in the Italian capital.
ing open defiarsce of
by barrages of phone
disrupted
Fedels Restaurant.
program
has
ability
Forest management
Dear Mrs. Lowry:
The Queen Mother's
ies were on hand to participate
Winners in a recent ticket sell- rulers.
gifts and visits by the
mail,
cells,
unformal
the was mire sedate the
Hardly a day passes here at
in laying greundworic for the won certificate of membership
They said Wickets with
ing contest in the club eat steak
were veiling at a monument to British group's future Also in attend- Ir. the American Tree Farm Sy- Fort Cane:tell Army Hospital cunous.
Lama
Dalai
the
of
jle the losing team will have picture
Seek Replacements
of the fact that poet Lord Byron Margaret was armee were representatives of sev- stem and a Tree Farm sign for that a patient does not ask for
a dinner of beans. President Red worn in spite
Officials at CBS still are trying
the ceremony. eral of Kentucky's rural electric Earnest Madrey of Murray.
or a des* of
to
to
edition
a
orders
pocket
irwited
have
not
soldiers
rilloughby intimated that cat- Chinese
to line up replacements for GodThe Kentucky Tree Farm Com- cards.
anyone wearing sources mid, for fear she would co-ups.
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frey's daytime shows starting
the Queen
recognition
from
the
of
granting
are
purpose
in
a
mittee,
hoapital
spotlight
hours
The
stated
the
With
the
steel
The Faxon Mother's Club will
eaters so they wont feel too bad- such a locket.
Monday. April 27.
"iseeurrng lower power rates for said Mr. Madrey won it by man- king for both convalescent and
Mother and Lord Byron.
show,
three basketball games
night
sponsor
Tuesday
Godfrey's
The visit caused a flurry of every consumer in Kentucky," aging he 140-acre forest near bed patients, and a book or mag28, will be video-taped Friday night, April 24. In the
All members are urged to atby church officials in the organization discussed the Concord for the continuous pro- azine helps to make the time for April
criticism
grade of
tend this dinner
at the farm on Thursday morning. opening game the first
Britain. partictsiarly in Scotland. esharing of common problems duction 01 weod harvests while pees quickly for the men. The
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The Ledger & Times annual Fishing Contest began today,
April 15, 1959 at 12:01 a.m, with three divisions in tek running for
the great host of prizes which are all the worthwhile fishing for.
Again this year, as last, the contest will be divided into three
divisions. Class "A" will consist of adult males; Class "B" will be
for women and Class "C" is the division for boys and girls under 16.
The contest will again operate on the point system. The entry
blanks are easy to fill out, the prizes are easy to win. Everyone is
eligible to enter the contest with the exception of the employees of
the daily LEDGER & TIMES, COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN, any
SPONSORS or KENTUCKY LAKE GUIDES.
In case of a tie, the entry bearing the earliest post mark will
win.

H OAO.KS
ANGLERS

Class Division

Rules

Fishing Report
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more fun...
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the GRAND PRIZE. Therefore, with hours and hours of fist:thfig
it is imix>rtare to compile as pleasure later on as a result of
many points as you can and the the fine pr:zes you could capttrre.
•
best method ef doing that is to
eater as many different divisions
in your class as you can. There
is no limit to the number of
entries an angler can make and by
carefully placing his entries a
• 410
fisherman can pick up a lot of
.4
points he might otherwise miss
Continued from -Page Conti
out on.
r,
willing "to carry it to the poin ,
The Slim Jim Column on this of all-out war."
s
One committee member,
page again this week focuses
attention on some of the same George Aiken R-Vt. said of Her
tackle that comprises the partial ten's appearance: "I never saw a_
man handle himself better." Kea
prize list.
lauded the new secretary as orlayell
Go fishing. Catch a god string who "can be firm without beingese
of fish. Brat before you pop them belligerent."
into the frying pan
reHerter will be sworn in at a
member to step by one of the White House ceremony attended
by President Eisenhower, who
sponsors and weige in that catch.
raised him to the post from unIt will only take a minute
dersecreeary after Dulles resignand :t might well provide you ed last Week

lbs. with many of them weighing
6 and 8 pounds. The excellent
condition of the bass was attributed tic, the fact that they were
taken by net and immediately
by JIM HARMON
released.
Since they were captured as
Mr. Crappie is providing the
they came up from salt water 1. Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught on
Points
best catches on Kentucky Lake
that
spawn.
officials
believe
to
artificial or live bait
lst-35 2nd-20 and sin-rounding streams now but
it is almost certain the rockfish 2. Crappie caught on live bait
1st-35 2nd-20 good catches of basis continue to
point
release
will spawn at the
3. Crappie caught on artificial bait
1st-35 2nd-20 be made by those who have
this
allowing the eggs to float
4. Illuegill caught on artificial or live bait
lst-30 2nd-15 sought them. The reports of
way It is necessary for the eggs 5. Catfish caught on pole or line
lst-30 2nd-15 ICeappie catches indicate that
to float for successful hatching 6. Striped Bass caught on artificial or live bait
1st-35 2nd-20 they are being taken in a wide
for if they sink to the bottsen
variety of water depths.
they will be smothered. Dr. HanThe big Crappie run is just
Pilswick was
that
stated
cock
85"'Ocean Stripes released
1. The contest is divided into around the corner and should be
most favorthe
to
be
considered
this weekend were mature and
three divisions, Class A — men; going full blast at almost anywring place along on the
the chances are considered ex- able sp
Class B — women; Class C — :.me now. HOOKS have been
water..
lake
cellent for their spawning. The
minors who have not reached good and the size fish taken exOcean
the
of
than
300
More
Kentucky delegatioi received this
FISHEIcMAN'S ONE STOP
their 16th birthday. Each class cellent which poit'ee to quanitY
been released
now
have
Stripes
stock of the rockfish as a result
Water Conditions — 60 degree. Will be awarded a grand prize cabches as the season hits full
lake waters and it is
of a favor by the Arkansas state in the
for the individual come -lig the blast.
anglers this — clear — rising
that
possitie
entirely
department which is workin.gon
Terry Kaler af Murray landed
Remarks: Same conditions exist greatest number of points at the
cf these
one
catch
may
year
a similar project. The Arkansas
15 Crappie and two cats fishing
and state as last week. Crapie still scattered conclusion of the contest.
Biolbkistr
Stripes.
Ocean
delegation was in North Carolina
2. The person in each class from the lounge at Fisherman's
officials ask that any and being taken in 18 inches to
catching the fish with nets as department
15 feet water. Quality and size of who obtains the greatest number One Stop this week. The HOOKS
Stripes
these
of
one
catching
they came up from the salt water one
Crappie excellent. Quanity catches, : of points from all divisional were made with minnows.
placed in the lake waters for
to spawn, .
however, are yet to come. Nearly classes will be declared winner
Allbert Enix and a companion
TURN
please
purposes,
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a good s.tring of Crappie
all
fishermen
this
week
snared
have
of
the
contest
in
their
respective
THEM LOOSE.
largemouth bass on
aware of the joint efforts cf KenAlthough the Ocean Bass is taken small mernbers of big ones. class and awarded the grand and some
tucky and Tennessee biologists,
expedition this week.
similar in detail to the white It would seem almost certain prize. All other 1st and 2nd class a fishing
the state departments and fishing
Kentucky that by the coming weekend the winners will receive prizes as We had several other reports of
bass now found in
enthusiasts in general, the Arkangood catches but no names. If
Lake, a close observatkn will Crappie season for which this indicated.
sas group contacted Dr. Glen distinguish between them for the lake is famous will be in fun
3. Points will be awarded up- you make a geod catch on your
Gentry, head of the Fish and
on the basis of the largest fish next fishing outing call up and
Ocean Bass is more streamline in blast.
Game Department in Tennessee
Most have been going for Crap- by weight with the entrants be- we will pass the report along
appearance.
and made several efforts to concolumn.
With the addition of this stoc -pie, but those going for bass this ing notified each week through :hru the
tact Dr. Hancock who could not
The Ledger & Times fishing
e C past week have done very well, the Ledger Ste Times Fishing
to the Kentucky Lake area, opbe located as he was cut of town
contest is now in progress and
portunities for the new fish be- the big bait is still the Hellbender. News.
at the time.
Now for the new lounge. With
4. In case of a tie, earliest is open to everyone with the excoming a permanent member of
increased. few fishing this week, catches entry wins.
ception of the employees of the
'BETTER ONDERSTANDING'—CuDr Gentry went to North Caro- the waiters was greatly
daily Ledger & Times, Ccimmerba's rebel leader and premier, lina and brought back 91 of the
In a relatively short period of have been pretty good of both
5. Contest open to fish caught cial fishermen and any sportsors
Fidel Castro, voices hope that Stripes by truck. Six of them time ansglers wit be able tic fish Crappie and Cat. Many seem to
between
April 15, and closing or Kentucky Lake Guides. The
"I can bring a better under- died while enroute but 85 were for the Ocean Stripes which grow be of impression that lounge fishstanding of our program In
winter and bad weather day of contest.
contest is separated or divided
at the base of Pickwick to be as large as 50 pounds. The ing is for
released
Cuba to the people of the United
This impression is
into three classes. Class A —men,
fish ranged in size fishermen of this area will be fishing only.
Dam.
The
6.
The
object
of
the
contest
is
States" in a Washington talk.
to entirely wrong, for one of the
B— Women. Class C —
from 2 lbs. to as much as 10½ advised when they can expect
to enter as many times as pos- Class
is
juniors who have not reached
catch the rockfish. Until the wat- big features of the cperation
sible in each class division and
ers are sufficiently stocked, angl- comfortable arm chair fishing from thus acquire the greatest possible their 16th birthday.
weather
A fine array of prizes was
ers of this area are urged to put the outer deck in mild
number of points so as to win
corning
given to the winners last year,
forth every effort to aid the and certainly during the
the grand prize.
Crappie spawning season. Then a
who incidently were all local
project as much as possible.
little later, night fishing under
7. No one connected with the People, but even it is not inlights for Stripers both indoors Ledger & Times, any sponsors dtcative of the host .. ‘f prizes the
MONEY IS WASHABLE
and outdoors will really be a big or commercial fishermen, or Ken- contest a.fforis the year. The
thing. Now open 7 days a week- tucky Lake guides will be elese- stock pile grew by leaps and
6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
bounds this week as another big
tee to receive any prizes.
shipment of fine fishing tackle
TOKYO (UPI) — The JapaINDIVIDUAL CATCHES
8. Entry blanks may be ob- and lu.res was added to the alnese Finance M'ni.try anniur.ced
Louisville, Ky.: C. G. Page. 5 tained at any sponsoring business
ready adequate sup.ply.
its new currency has pee:eel a crappie. up to 2 lbs., minnows.
house whose ad appears in the
II
Entry blare may be obtained
washing machine test. and
Hammond, Ind.: Joseph Kmiec, Fishing Section of the Ledger &
from any -of the sponsors (Enix
the new money can safely be 13 Crappie. up to 2 lbs., minnows.
Times each Wednesday, or direct Sporting Geode. Snow's Grocery,
spent under water.
Glasgow, Ky.: Mrs. Cladys F, from the pages of this paper
Resort, Melugin's
Cobb
Irvin
to
21
/
4
crappie,
ins
,
Gadberry. 3
Outboard Marine) and it only
lbs., minnows.
DEPUTIES ARE ALERT
takes a few minutes to weigh
crappie. 2 cat,
Mt. cannel. Hi.: John Norwell. a0wa (Lounge,/ top 2 Ibis, rnin- in your catch and fill out the
minnows.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (IIPT) — 8 crappie,
HopkJaavIl)e, Ky.: R. M. Tandy, entry blank. The sponsors will
Herndon, Ky.: C. W, Keatts and
SherilifO deputies oastted a sub4 bass. 1 to 3 lbs Doug Breme, assist you in every way pcaelble
crappie, 2 lbs.. gold
marine elf the erten Tuesday, daughter. 12
Conveniently located on your
12 crappie, minnows_ No rin an
fixed it in a spotlight and flash- fish
Ramona, 9 crappie, 1 bass. up tO route to arid from the take, the
Bowling Green, Ky.: Masters Joe
ed the alarm.
2 lbs 4 one. Emmett Haydon, 8 aponsors are the perfect spot for
Reporters dashed to the scene. and J. B. Huggins. 8 crappie. bass. 1 to 4es lbs., Hellbender. you to stop for all your supplies.'
(Leung)
minnows.
aesnitted
The U. S. Navy finalf,
William M Rigby, 26 crappie, UP They can fill your every fishing
Paducah, Ky.: Hugg, the Drugit was of ours-on "secret maneuto 21a lbs. ,minnows.
need on both tips and tackle and
minnows
crappie,
lbs..
gist,
37
1½
vers.
wegh your each in on your way
Murray, Ky.: Terry /Saler, 15
Paul Gilliam
back
Never fail to register your
catclh simply because you feel
that it mght not be large ertough
to win. Size is of rouse important
but it does not always take a
real lunker to take first place.
by SLIM JIM
Conteetares may enter any or
UNITED STATE
all of the six divisions in a parlbs DentSon-Johnson Corpora.
CAI
LA MM BMW +fait
ticelar clam. Now while the conACCORD RUCHED IN TEXTILE STRIKE -Gov. Luther Hodges
tion of Mankato, Minnesota has
('op center) is shun with John D. Cooper (left), presi lent
test is in Its early stages it would
come up with a new reel that
o liarnet-Henderson Cotton Mills, and Boyd Payton, Texpershaps be a note of wisdom
casts like a spinning reel but
•.`e Workers Union-representative, after an agreement had
on the part of the conteetents to
retrieves
like
a
casting
reel.
been reached to end a Vnesveek strike at the mills. There was
enter each division twice. (i.e.,
Tebbe:
the
"Johnson
CentenC.,
dnit Ibottotro in the r?tein streets of Henderson. N.
register two separate catcheS)
nial",
the
reel
combines
had
been
signed.
that
a
new
contract
a; r it was announced
the Pow - and thereby h -,1c1 both first and
er c/ the direct drive bait casting
second place arid pick up some
reel with the distance and ac- extra points. Inciderely, anglers
curacy oif the fixed spool win- can gain an extra 10 points by
ning reel The sensational Du o- endirg in a snapshot of their
SEAWAY STAMPS—Here are the
rnate drag auree even, constant fish with the entry.
St. Lawrence seaway stamps to
tension. A large conveniently loPoints are important only bebe Issued by the U.S. and Cancated knurled knob for outside cause a grand prize winner will
ada when the seaway is formaladjustment and double handle be chosen from each class. Of
ly dedicated June 6. Both are
are other features of the Centen. course the largest entries in each
(April 15 through July 22, 1959, inclusive)
In red and blue on white paper.
nial
particulae division of each class
LOOSEN CENTENNIAL
Manufactured and distributed will win first and second places
Fishing Contest
by the Denison-Johnson Corpora- respec•tively
THE LEDGER & TIMES
tion, 720 Minneopa Road, Man;centennial
Each division winner will reWith
Johnson
cut
'of
idlurray. Ky.
CLASS A ( )
CLASS B ( )
CLASS C ( )
kato, Minnesota, the reel comes
ceive a nice prize or prizes for
(Class A — Contest for men, Class B — Contest for women;
equipped with sipproximately 100
his or her efforts but the grand
Class C — Juniors who have not attained 16th birthday at time of
Yards of 10 lb. test monofilament prize winner will indeed receive
catch. If entry is by a junior write age, birth date, on border.)
line. It sports the traditional
I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the
green and black color.
following statements are true:
Kind of Fish
Date Caught
FISH AMONG FISH
Weight
Length
Girth
WASHINGTON elF1 - A visitor
Lake or stream where caught
to the aquarium reported 10 very
fishy signs in view
State
County
Fishing License No.
Among them were such misI)'
spellings as "Tribtaries," "EnuRodUsed
Reel
mies," and "Beautifull."
Test
Line
Leader
Test
The director promised he'll get
/1
that fish out of there and fix the
Kind of fly, plug or live bait used
signs at once.
Color of plug or fly pattern used
THEY LIKE HIM
As close as possible, list exact site, approximate depth where fish
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (UPI) —
was caught and time of day:
Christopher Plummer. left and Fire Chief Francis J. Saunders
Burl Ives ko-star in "Wind A- is the happiest boss in town.
cross The Everglades." a grip.
The inctelsent chief was electping saga of early Florida. in ed by a landside when firemen
Technicolor,
NOW
SHOWING were permitted, for the first
at the VARSITY Theatre,
time, to elect their own chief.
If requested to do so by the judges, I agree to furnish an afn'es!
fidavit attesting to the truth of the above statements.
'•
BE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADORES'
AYTEMPTED ROBBERY-Walter
Caught by (signed)
Phone
Anushevitz, 35, of Yonkers,
N. Y., is shown in a New York
Address
City
State
City police station where he
was held in connection with
BOATS - MOTORS - TRAILERS
Fish witnessed and measurements verified by:
the attempted robbery of the
WHOLESALE and RETAIL
$ 1. Name
2. Name
Latin Quarter, a nightclub.
Although he did not get anyAddress
Address
thing from the club, Anushevitz took about $100 in cash
and watches from the Latin
I am enclosing a clear photograph of myself and the fish and a short
Quarter's managing director
7th & Maple
Phone PL 3-3734
-leiter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10 extra points.i
and otis et his assistants.
( Check here if you are doing this for the extra poitste-I--)
---ts

uelly mature. The first release
of the Stripes into the lake waters
was made last October when 238
rockfish were brought here from
the Santee-Cooper Reservoir in
South Carolina. Those loosed in
the Kentucky waters last fall
however, were young fish that
had been taken- by hook and line
by a volunteer fishing expedition
Dr. Harcock stated that the
that was supervised by the state
bass released this time .were in department of Fish and Wildlife
earllent condition and were sex- Resources. This meant that it
would be a long time before the
fish wculd reach sexual maturity
and spawning age.

e Ocean Striped Bass project
Kentucky Lake which is headby Dr. Hunter Hancock of
o-ray State Ccelege in co-operan with the Kentucky Fish and
ldlife Resources, took another
ant , step fcrward this weekend
with the release of 85 of the
Ocean Stripes in the lake waters.

rber Shop
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Herter...

Home of the Big Fishing Contest
Prizes Galore
ONE STOP for . . .
RODS - REELS
POLES
HOOKS • LINES - SINKERS

SnOW
9S
_
GROCERY
Concord Road
(i-mile from City Limits)

"WE DIRECT YOU TO
THE BIG ONES"

ENIX Sporting Goods
on Concord Highway
SCOTT• McCULLOCH MOTORS
BOATS • MINNOWS . FISHING
TACKLE
SOUVENIRS - GA&
OIL • FISHING LICENSE

ip

•

•••••

a low-cost Auto
n no time at all!
tmeat-and we'll
boat on the road

•

sure to carry.

DRESS
EQUES

•

'The Ledger & Times

CANADA

FISHING CONTEST

sea, Oc-

s in the

BOATS and

MOTORS

f

—AUTHORIZED DEALER—'
BROWNING - COLT - REMINGTON WINCHESTER and HIGH STANDARD GUNS
FISHING EQUIP. - LIVE BAIT - CHARCOAL
and BARBEQUE GRILLS, etc.
Authorized
GALE-BUCCANEER DEALER & SERVICE
HI-LO SPORTSMAN'S TRAILERS
ANTIQUE GUNS & MUZZLE LOADING EQUIP.

•

Cast Your Eye This Way

JRRAY

ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON

Buxton Gun Shop
East on Highway 94

Phase PL 34268

IRVIN COBB RE§ditt,
ROUTE 6

1

Turn Off Highway
94E Near Murray
COTTAGES • SAND BEACH
(beach for cottage guests
and boat owners only)
COMPLETE DOCK
FACILITIES
BOATS —

MOTORS

BALI'S — GAS — OIL

t

iVNICING FACILITIES

— FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS —

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODERATE PRICES
TODAY!!
ENTER THE BIG

FISHING CONTEST
Register your catch
with the sponsors
on this page...

•

They have entry blanks available and the scales to accurately weigh your fish.

MELUGIN'S
OUTBOARD MARINE

rr

JOHNSON MOTORS - New and Used
Parts and Service - Guaranteed

-

•

,...100•49,••••!..-.1.-AIWA/.

sessaaassoosalasestee.e• !.....e.s.e.s.a.r.ogosoaseateasesessaossunoessees'
•44.
44••••• *74444.

,•••••••••••••••••

--—

• is.7•
l•••••••••es...•

•

• ,•

•

AND REMEMBER ... Whatever your Fishing Needs, see them
... they have YOU in mind. There is a host of prizes waiting
for that winning catch — YOU can win!

'e;
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WEDNI

•

71st Anniversary Celebration

THURS., APRIL 23
to SAT., MAY 2
SPECIAL CANNON STRIPE

Ladies First Quality

TOWEL

MEN'S
ATHLETIC

NYLON

Reg. 79c - Special For This Sale

WASH _CLOTHS
reg.- 15c 10 for $11.00

SHORTS

Limit: 2 pr. per customer

One Lot Ladies' Rayon

pr...$100._

PANTIES

Nylon Reinforced Neck
Fancy & Solid Colors
Sizes 4 - 20

Ladies' Tricot

$1.00

Ladies' Neatline Cotton

LADIES' NEW SPRING

NYLON TRICOT

SLIPS

Skirts
$298 to $598

$.)98 & $398

$1.00

LADIES' MAIDENFORM

Brassiers

LADIES' BLUE SWAN

NYLON SLIPS
$398 to $598

$200 _ $300 _ $350
LADIES'

Ladies' Cotton or Jersey

Panties

SHORTIE

59c & 980

TEE SHIRTS

COVER

$1000

BELK SETTLE CO.

'1.98 - '2.98 - '3.98

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

6 for '1.00
CANNON TOWELS
39 or 3 for $11.00

Long
Whit,
wColori

DRESS SHIRTS
SPECIAL -

Men's

Permanent collar stays!
White & Solid Colors
MEN'S ADJUSTABLE

$.11•9

Men's Sport & Stretchie

Belts SOX

Leather, Stretchie and
Cloth
- SPECIAL -

1
s,

•

by CAMP

'1.00

MEN'S GENUINE

Argyle Sport Socks
•

59

"Pair

RI

NEW SHIPMENT MEN'S

Cuff Links &Tie Bars
i•y SHIELDS
Values
to $3.50

plus
1•
030 tax

•

--

•

•

•
•

•

•
RA]

•

ONE TABLE SOLID AND
PLAID

•

V

SH

Large 18"x30" and Super
Absorbent

„.

44

*

DISH TOWVIS

et
AO- ;

Cl

•

ThIlitrik•LL-4AaMELINKAire-

Soft, Combed
Cotton

Other Pajamas
2.98 to '5.98

Childre

IRONING BOARD

PAD and

PAJAMAS
'1.00

9.00 - '1.59 - 61.98 - $2.98

BLOUSES 1.00

-• 1

lovable Brassiers - $1°°& $15°
'1.00

LADIES' COTTON

SPECIAL! Ladies' Cotton

3 PAIR

Foam Padded Brassiers
59 or 2for $1.00

LADIES' BLUE SWAN

and JAMAICAS

fancies, Plaids and
Solids

LADIES' COTTON

$2.98

98 to
$1*98

PEDAL PUSHERS

SOCKS

Sizes Small and
Large

- SPECIAL -

HALF SLIPS

by
Doris Dodson - Shirley Lee - Wendy Wool
Peg Palmer - Betty Barclay - Korell - Nicky
Vaughn - Berkshire - Nancy Lee

$1.98

MEN'S BROADLOOM

Cotton Slips

DACRON, NYLON & COTTON

SPRING DRESSES

LADIES' SPRING

Nylon Tricot

$1.00

LADIES NEW

Ladies'

STRETCH

Ladies'
Half or Regular

White - Pink - Blue - Black

$998 & $349

Large Selection of Styles
and Colors

Boys' Nylon

LADIES' MOVIE STAR

Half
SLIPS
198 & 298

LADIES' MOVIE STAR

Cotton Print Dresses
$198 to $3"

Others

Polo Shirts

Panties - - - 39c or 3 pr.$1°6

Ladies' New Spring

Sizes 6 to 16

Reg. 25c
BOYS' KNIT
'

cohildre
Childre
Childre

FIT WELL!

Plain or Ivy League
Stripes or Plaid
Size 6 to 18

pr. 1.00

598 TO 1098

•

Sanforized, Full Cut,

SPORT SHIRTS
'159 or 2for $300

A REAL BUY! One Lot Ladies' Rayon

COTTON
DRESSES

si

a

JEANS

49ec-;

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE

WORK SHIRTS Briefs - - - 590 or 2 pr. $1°'
reg. $1.29 only $1100 Bra
ssiers
$1°°

$1.00 lb.

Denim
$1000

Knit BRIEFS

59'

- Special Purchase MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY

•'NI

White Back

WESTERN

NYLON
PAWS

yd

13% -oz. Coarse Weave

BOYS' SANFORIZED, FULL CUT

2 pr. $1Q°

PRINTS

22cper

Sanforized, full cut, triple stitched
and bar
tacked at points of strain.

595'

1000 YARDS 36-IN. FAST COLOR

$1.00

BOYS' 9-0Z. BLUE DENIM

3 pr. $100

Gripper or Boxer

- SPECIAL PURCHASE FOR THIS
SALE -

FOAM RUBBER
REMNANTS

SPORT SHIRTS
DUNGAREES

Special For This Sale

CANNON

- New Shipmettt

NEW SPRING COLORS - FANCIES,
PLAIDS, STRIPES in BOYS' WASH & WEA
R SHORT SLEEVE

UNDERSHIRTS

Hose
39c

59c or 2for'1.00

Reg.
39e

71i

Be Sure to Register this week and next week for
the TWO '71 SILVER DOLLAR PRIZES! Priz
es given both weeks. Be sure to Register!

•

22. 1959

on

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 22, 1959

•

•

•
71st Airsarv

TWICE we will give away

sALe

sure to Register!

EAR SHORT SLEEVE

April 23

$1.00

MaY

2

White Back
.

Denim

•

WESTERN

6

BLUE
JEANS
sioo to $149

SPRING DRgSSES

JEANS

$198 TO $798

,anforized, Full Cut,

59e to 1.98
Children's SHORTS
Children's JAMAICAS
'1.98 to $3.98
Children's PEDAL PUSHERS . . '1.98 to '3.98

FIT WELL!
Sizes 6 to 16

Children's BLOUSES

Children's New Spring

SKIRTS
to $298
$1
"

'1.00 to '1.98

FREE 71 SILVER DOLLARS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY APRIL 25th

Children's

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT

SHIRTS

WELS

$1.98
MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY

GIRLS' WASH & WEAR

Children's

25-FT. VINEL PLASTIC

FACIAL QUALITY

GARDEN
HOSE

Toilet
TISSUE
rolls goo

LARGE STOCK OF

TOSS PILLOWS
Many Colors to Choose From
with or without center
button

2-Ply - 800 Sheets

Guaranteed 5 Years

$1.00

10
$1.00

Dan River Wash & Wear Gingham

,hildren's Cotton Pajamas - - $198
• TE E
Work Shirts
SHIRTS
BABY DOLL
SLIPS
to $198 59e to *3.00 PAJAMAS '1.59 or 2 for 53

locArtr-

Register once each day MON. through SAT., of next
week for 71 FREE SILVER DOLLARS to be given
away SATURDAY, MAY 2!

Silver Dollars

•
ooxer
t-ntiarens

,C1-IILUKEN,
15 NEW ,

Register once each day THURS., FRI., and SAT. of this
week for

FREE

Ti

THROUGH

33/4-oz. Coarse Weave
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COTTON SHAG

STRAW HATS4

THROW RUGS
59c
$1.00
NON-SKID BACK

.1

MEN'S

SIZE 20"x31"

Small - Med.. Large

FOR

Full Cut and Sanforized - Long
Tail and Two Pockets

oet Absorbent

Sizes 14-17

.00

0

•

Soft Spun Cotton for Work or Play
Super Absorbent. Cushioned Foot

MEN'S

RAILROAD MEN'S SOCKS 390 or 3 pr. s1°'
S
Sport Spk

kND PLAID

Men's Argyle

0X

OWELS
r $1.00 4

Long and Short Tops
.. White and Random
Sizes 10-13
'Colors

Men's First Quality Nylon

srintircii sox

Knitted Comi3ed Cotton

3W or
3 pr $1N , 4 pr.$1.00
- BARGAIN -

.00M

Men's Summer

Dress
s Sport & Stretchie

4

PANTS

,

by CAMP

$1.00

.,)

•

16 SHIRTS

10 for $1.00

Sports Shirts
_
Regular $1.59 -

EXTRA SPECIAL!!

Boxer Shorts
28 to 40

Solids & Fancy

5W or
2pair $1.00
ONE TABLE

SPRING KNIGHT
BROADCLOTH
QUADRIQUA

$1•00

Ladies' Rubber Sole

FOR BEACH or SHOWER - LADIES' RUBBER

SANDALS

BAREFOOT THONGS - - $1.00

with adjustable straps
in white, black or

Smooth or Perforated Leather - Tan, Black, White or Red

Children's Washable

Sizes 6 to 3 in Children's

Children's Rubber

CANVAS

White Sandals $198

BAREFOOT

OXFORDS

Boys' Washable

Red & White

Canvas Oxfords

Sizes 5-3

Blue and Brown

$198

$198

Pair

•

98
$2

FOR $

PRINTS
5W or

rie Bars

41111
NW

TEE SHIRTS
by STEDMAN
Money Back Guarantee $1
00
•

plus
tax

PkINTS

PRINTS
39or 3

Ya d $
1000

2 yards 4.00

SPECIAL!

Lizt

yard

BELK - SETTLE Co.
Murray's Home of Better Values

•

9
•

$100
ONE TABLE - 36-IN. FAST COLOR

bkk WIG TABLE

WEN'S
MEN'S WHITE or COLORED

TliONGS
For Beach Wear

COURTESY

SPORT SHIRTS
•Rea only $259 Or I 5Op

t Socks

LADIES' RUBBER SOLE
teln

FLAT CASUALS - - - - $198 &98

MEN'S WASH AND WEAR SHORT SLEEVE

NE

Washable - In Red, Blue, White, Black or Chino

MEN'S BROADCLOTH

Special For This Sale!

$398

198 & &298

Machine Washable
Red or Blue
Sixe 4 - 10
$1.98

S-M-L

vent Stretching!

Men's Wash & Wear Short Sleeve

Regular $5.98

MEN'S WHITE COMBED COTTON

2for $1.60 390 or 2for sr°

ftlen's SATIN BORDERED HANDKERCHIEFS

LADIES' CANVAS

Canvas Oxfords
Nylon Reinforced Necks to Pre-

MP

with Nylon Heel & Toe

Ladies'

CAKE SAVERS
SPECIAL! S

ROO -

4

•

a

-

-e,
rrt..frO

.
16t
•
OPE
.
51101=11.
4
.,.

•

•-•.."

f,

_

11111,01111/11111161.04.
17
.. 0
,7`,.. .-t-,74.
4 *111..
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_ ,,75•11ror-,\
-1
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IFT
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

VowI

Phone PL 3-4707
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WOMAN'S VOTE
AID

Mrs. M. Crass, Jr.
Elected President
'omen's Fellowship
Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr. Was
elected president. of the Christian
Women's Fellowship at a meeting
of the group Tuesday morning at
9:30 in the Christian Church parhr.
•
Other officers elected were Mrs.
Jerry Scates, first vice president
and program chairman; Mrs. John
Querterrnous. Jr_ second vice president and service chairman: Mrs.
Arlo Sprunger. secretary: Mrs. 0.
B. Boone. Jr.. World Call chairman: and public.ty chairman. Mrs.
William Van Meter.
The meeting was called to order
by the present chairman, Mrs Ed
Frank Kirk. She introduced Mrs
Scates. program chairman.
The program. "The Church and
the Christian Family- was given
by members of CWF Group Three.
Worship service was given by
Mrs. Gene Landolt. Panel members
were Mrs. Boone. "What Parents
PRACTICING?-111ichiko Shoda holds a friend's baby
at a
expect of the church"; Mrs Crats
pre-nuptial party In Tokyo while Crown Prince Akihito
"What the church offers parents-.
smiles at her side. An early domestic touch. (Radiophoto)
and Mrs. Fred Strope. "Why a
church needs a family".
During t he business meeting.
--Mrs
Utiger read the minutes
-of the previous meeting mid read
a letter from Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Weeks, missionaries in the
Thursday, April 23rd Baptist church will have a Coffee
Cor.go.
In Connection with the Festival at 9:30
a.m, in the home of Mrs.
Group reports were made by of Contemporary
Arts, sponsored Charles Sexton. 120
North 14th
Mrs. R. H. Robbins. Mrs. Hopk.ris, by the depart
ment of Fine Arts I Street Group three.
Mrs. Sexton
Mrs, Boone, Mrs Woodfin Hutson and the Murray
Branch of A. A. —captain, will be in
charge.
and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton.
U. W. at Murray State Colege. a
• • ••
Contem
porary Music Concert will
The Coloraao Patrol of Girl
A financial report was read by
be presented this evening at 8:15 Scouts will
Mrs. Hopkins, treasurer.
have a rummage sale
in the recital hall at the college. in the
basement of the First
An announcement was made Phi Ma Alpha fraternity is in Methodist
Church beginning at 8
by Mrs Kirk concerning the charge
am. Anyone wishing to contri• • ••
d.strict meeting of the Christian
bute rummage for the girls to
W,,,men at the Paducah Chr:stian
The Magazine Club will meet sell may bring it to the home
of
Church. May 8 from 9:30 am to at the Murray Woman's Club Mrs Edwin Larson
, 105 South
3 pin.
, House at 2:30 in the afternoon ,14th Street, anytime.
with Mrs CuEen Phillips as hosHostesses for the meeting were
tess Guest speaker will be Mrs. , The Kindergarden..spon
sored by
members of Group Four.
C. S. Lowr yon -A is.
Of the S.gma department of the I
1 Murray Woman's club, will have
The rneet.ng was closed with Comedy".
Friday. April 24th
, its registration day for the 1959the CIA7 prayer said in unison.
A Chamber Opera -Trouble In GO school year from 9 am.
until .
Tahiti—Sunday Excursion" will be , 11 am, this morning
in the Col- .
rresented this evening at II:15 in lege Presbyterian Church
. C1':1:he recital hall. Fine Arts Build- dren who will be rye
years old
.ng. Murray State Colslge. Mr. before January 1, 1960 are
eligible
Blanc Ballard will be director. for enrollment. Mrs. James
Rogers
Program is oven during Site is kindergarden chairman.
C Melte "Fest.val of Contem
•
•
•
•
porary
Arts".
Sunday. April 26th
• • ••
At three o'clock in the after- It's
The, Zeta Department oi the neon in the recital hall at Mw7i
woman's club will meet at the State. a Sonata Concert will ts_al, house at 1,30 in the afternoon' presented by the fine arts mus:c
HARDWARE WEEK
for a dessert bridge. Hostesses are factlitY
' This Pr°grarr is be
, Mrs. John Pasco. Mrs. Pat Wallas, , given during the
college's Fer.,,.
t ides. M. c ELL mrs. Robert of Contemporary Arts.
• •••
Miller. Mrs. Dan Hutson. Mn,
April 22 — May 2
TStark Erwin, Mrs. L. D. Miller,
Masday, April 27th
'Mrs. Conrad Jones, Mrs. John
The American Legion Auxiliary
AT
Quertermous, and Mrs. Charles whit meet :n the Legion hall at
Clark
7:30 in the evening. Mrs. Sylvia
STARKS IIARDWARE
The
is cord.ally invited. Atkins, of the division of child
•••
12th
welfare. Department of Economic
Poplar
Security, will be the speaker
Saturday. April 25th
The Dorcas Class of the First Hostesses will be Mrs. Ned Wilson. Mrs. John Williams, and Mrs.
Edgar Overbey.
• •••
Tuesday. April nth
RETAIL NURSERY
The Eastern Star chapter will
• ROSES
• FLOWERING SHRUBS
meet in the Mason.c hall at 7:30
• EVERGREENS
in the e-..ening.
Irvin Cobb Road
PU011141 ID 6-3443
• • ••
Saturday. May tad
The Alpha department of the
1 HOUR SERVICE
Murray Woman's club will meet
in the club house at 6:30 in the I
evening for a pot luck supper.'
Hostesses are Mesdames D. F..
McConnell. Cleo Hester. Benjamin
Keys, C. L. Scarbrough. misses ;
Cappie Beale and Ruble Smith.
Members are urged to please j
note change in meeeting date.
• • ••
Fresh As A Flower
A Korean language typewriter
In Just One Hour!
has been developed.
• • ••
Martinizing

Social Calendar

DID
YOU
KNOW'?

RED TAG

Say "Meet Me" At

SUSIE'S CAFE
GOOD OLD 1913—Follow the lines
from left to right and
you learn what had to be paid
in income taxes in 1913, the
first year of the tax, and what
has to be paid nowadays on
the same income. The tax
amounts are for a married man
with two dependents.
(Conti-di Press)
_

WORCESTER, England OM
-The Severen River overfl
owel its
banks Sunday night and 19
swans
cruistdd down Hood Street
to see
:he sights.

Spring Cleaning Special

NOW!
•

We Will Pick Up Your
WINDOW AIR-CONDITIONER

ENDS
THURSDAY

BURL 'Big Daddy' IVES

completely steam clean the
inside of it, check
all electrical connections,
put in a new filter
and return to your window
for

99 5

1

Never An Extra Charge!

GYPSY NOSE LEE
CAlt NT0 UMW'
SESICI
EMMETT Intel
U.S INCIV

Budd schobeno
11111111•••
MAININIM
_ Peoranieer4sr•

Special!
Mon. thru Thurs.. April 23

LONG COATS
LADIES'

89

MEN'S

8W

All garments hygenically clean
ed,
ed and placed in plastic dust mothproofbags at no
extra charge!

One Hour Martinizing
295 Main '
PLaza 3-9174
Next to Add' and New Parking
Lot
HOURASERVICE

PERSONALS
Guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Crass, J r . wine her
mother, Mrs Charles Lester; sister. Mrs. Joe Weeks: and Mrs.
Dick' Lester and children. Brad
and'13:yan all of Princeton.
• •••
Mrs Eugene Faulkner of Union
City. Tenn. is the guest this week
of her daughter and family. Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Scates.

All the joys of stir
and sun
•Three blocks from Beach
I)
,
Sun Decks • Sporty fishing
(Venice is the Tarpon Center
of the World)•All sports and
Ala activities nearby • Pleasant,'
comfortable guest rooms
Rates: EUROPEAN PLAN
• Dining Room—Cocktail
(per person 2 in a room)

tt4te
b

ea'

Dec. thru March—from $3.50
Apr. thru Nov. —from 2.50

6

"CRC

1- A ii.ar
ts
4
212-14o. era
11- Vegeta
14-04 'S

Lounge •Choice of American
or European Plan.

Melina
lt-tlarest
gip 17-Small

12-Chs Ile..
21 -Female
collog
22-Sen.'
21 -Tak•
unlawf
26-Sold,

WE WANT YOU IF YOU'RE RETIR D.
Sosclal R•timmini Y•ar Arond Rata.—
$140 mo.— Room & Board —1 Porton
200 mo.— Room & Board —2 P•oons
In 1 room
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IMPORTED I
COTTONS
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From the far corners of the globe
come these magnificent imported
Cottons. Purchased from New York
importer vi,ho needed cash, at
mere fraction of original cost. The
Remnant house is passing these
sensational savings on to the- custo
mers. Never has anyone offered
such fabulous cottons at even
near this low price. Every yard guaranteed first quality. Full bolts,
from 36" to 45" wide. For those who
appreciate real luxury quality, this
is the Fabric Buy of a Lifetime!!!
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Embroidered

Woven Gingham. from

carde
Austria
Redua
vio
Aign
P
urta
agent

* Handscreened Pima Cottons
from Italy
* Warp Printed Cottons from
France
* Cotton Satin Prints from
Belgium
* Woven Cotton Noveltres from
Switzerland
* Tissue Weaves from Weste
rn Germany
* Cotton Jacquards from
Britain

th
ge
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r
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Many, Many Other Fabulous
Cottons
* Save As Much as $2.18 a yard
* Hurry For Best Selection!
* And

ne
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t
k
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shot
idieyn

* al.°'
1 nip
this
to I

- Sale Starts Thursday, April 23rd 9AM Sharp
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ACTUAL 1.49 TO 2.95 YARD VALUES
*
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SENSATIONAL FABRIC Bt !!
From New York Importer savings
of/
1
2'and even more!
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Suzannah Wesley
Circle Meets In
Gleason, Tennessee'
The Suzananh Wesley Circle of
the Paris District met recently
in the home -of Mrs. Joe Summers
in Gleason. Tenn.
Mrs. Willard Hall of Sedalia
gave the devo•ionsl. The program
"Recreation" was presented by
Mrs R. L. Dodson. Hardin, arid
Mrs. Odell Joiner, Murray.
Nineteen were present for the
meeting. Attending for the Murray
area were Mesdames 0. C. Wrath.
Cr, E A. Tucker, R. L. Dodson
and Louis Joiner.
• • ••

.U7.4 AWN
g month,
t aAll
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OPEN YEAR AROUND

Means Cleaner, Brighter Cloth
es

1 HOUR SERVICE

_

If your air-conditioner has
been installed for
as much as 2 years it definitely
need a general
cleaning. You will soon get your
increased performance. We will money back in
only be able
to take care of a limited
numb
this price so please call immed er of these at
iately if you are
interested.

SALE

kompeivi. l'andscaps Seitace
•

F0I

SHORT ORDERS - HOMEMADE PIES
Natl. Hotel Bldg.
tith & Main

500,000

SEEING THE TOWN

law

MOTHERS

FOR

displayed through a car window,
it says in big bold letters: "Send
RED BANK, N. J. 'UPI) — A help."
new map of the Garden State
Parkway is being urepared toHonsetlies often carry anthrax,
day with a special panel for distressed motorists. Designel to be. an infectious disease which at-

COMMUGNY, Switrecland ILTS
—Mrs. Ida Pidoux has
become
the first wus-nan to vite in
the
668.-year history of the
Swi...s
republic. She cast her ballot
Sunlas.• in local elections at
nearby Oulens1Sur-Lucens, in
the
canton of Vaud.
The men of Vaud decided
to
allow women to site in
municipal and cantonal elections. A
few
nrontha ago SW iSS males
voted
down a proposal to give
women
the right to vite in national
elections.

•
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Dependable woman
and
cleaning. Call
PL-34.214.

iefl-es often carry anthrax,
ifeetsous disease which atet Me" At

FOR SALE
-UM AWNINGS. THIS IS

• HOMEMADE PIES
6th & Main
•

awng month, free installation for
month of April. Have several
cs in stock. also Alum siding,
cclors, 10 Alum windows, 1 door
99.00 installed. No down payent. 98 months to pay. Hume
sigpfort Co., 108 S. 12th St. Ph.
JP3-36117
TFC

Alt the joys of s
and sunblocks from Beach-.
is • Sporty fishing
is the Tarpon Center
/odd)•All sports and
I nearby • Pleasant;
table gu•st rooms
g Room-Cocktail
a Choke of American
ean Plan.

ANTIQUES: SELLING PRIVATE
collection
post er
beds, tables,
lamps, glass - Grandfather clock,
dolls, etc 818 West Etlevy, May4-303'
field, Ky.

Singer
SEWING
MACHINES, 1
1-:enable $45. 1 Used Console $85.
1 used vacuum cieaner $25. I used
treadle sewing machine $5. New
Model
machine
special
Console
$159. Call Bill Adams PL 3-1757
or PL 3-5480, 201 S. 13th, Murray,
TFC
500 FT. CHERRY SAW-MILL-run Ky.
lumber. suitable for making furni-GROWN
TOMATO
plants
FIELD
ture, three years old, sawed in
thickness. and peppers. Thurmond Feed Mill,
different lengths and
4-22C
So. 2nd St.
Phone PL 3-1229 after 5 p.m.
4-23C
LOCUST POSTS, CALL NOEL
4-25C
Melton, PL 3-5877.
Answer to Yesterday's

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1

•
RETIR

aorr

•

IT

Late To Classify

yed through a car window,
s in big bold letters:
"Send :

S CAFE

4.•••• 11•1•MIle

COMPLACENT OVER
UNABLE TO ATTEND
BERLIN
AHEAD
DES MOINES
VD in. - rid
TOPQUAY.
I wa
NEW 1'0.0( win) _
A S. ,
Sate Sen. Ja:k Sch.. eder, a Ac:f the Gann .n ..me; Fest& D-Ox.a., Just ea] wh..h cpert nerd this .week
publican, interiepted Demccratici Mike
Menroney
for ironing
Ser., Mervin Wel to ebject to his • back frem a visit to Eur-pe, said te.-3, were happy to send a
Mrs. Ryan
criticLeen of :he motives of he- sae, he nen "tetal cenep.aoeney". copy cf their enegiarre too cerA-24 -C
pulinicean legislaters.
ever the Ber:in issne where-.ert
who .ciproseee regret
4Mysqast
praises he wer.t. he
paragraph
aid hr had thnird he tv:-i-1:3 ml
th:s year's fesnyou,' Wo:f told him.
mere talk :n the Bzr- va:
:o mak: It next
110
one
that
first. :in quertnn :n Walengten titann :•enee
"Well, read
wrcte frc4n PartHe
please," Schreeder said.
h t ' Prn n.
:luring his brip.
he n
PUA

1 \41.ir
4 -!:ate
9 'Ion's name
'Y. 1:et erage
13- Vegeta ale
nickname
15 -Unrestrained
17 -:email towel
19-Challenged
11 - Female
(colloq.)
22-Sense
21 -Tak•
unlawfully
26-Swordsman's
dummystakes
29- Mistake
31-O5,tained
33 - Ana k up
.94-A elate
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id- Resitrive
1;-Opening
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IWon Y
23-Win, out
20-5tweime
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29- Scum o.I er
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110-61
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The world's highen known wawhich
ie . Angels
terfall
Falls,
reaches a height of 3,212 feet in

Suitable

for

Venezuela.

Automobiles,

brief
cases, cameras, compacts,
guns, glint, hobbies, luggage, teethercraft, metalcrafts,
motorcycles,
Optical
cases, office
supplies,
sporting goods, typewriter cases.
See them today.
TIC
HOWER'S TAILOR SHOP will
-move
from
the
alley
location
behind Wallis Drug to the building next door to the Ledger and
Times. About May I. All types
of altering fur both
men
and
women.
4-24C

Brandon Dill Phone PL 3-2930.
TIC
DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Pt leapt service. Trucks dispatched
by twe-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no answer
eall collet* Union City. Tennessee.
phone TU 5-9361.
TIC

-e-

--Kieot

PERSONALIZE
neITH METAL
monograms from nie Ledger and
Times Office Supply Department.
Self adhesing, bevelled edge, rust

FOR ANY TYPE On ELIXTRICAL
work, day or night service. See

truck. 1300KKEEPER-JOPLIN
PIANO CO, 312 MAIN, JOP4-29C
LIN, MO.
-

10 11

PIANO

OPPORTUNITY
We have a lovely Spinet Piano
reliable
we
will transfer to
local party on small monthly
payments. Write before we send

67-Owing
69-Confederate
general
60- Dino.
63- French

hilti': -

Y

6

5

CLOSE SHAVE-

Alan Robert

Nye, 32, kisses his mother, Inea.
Daniel Lynch of Whiting, Ind.,
on arrival by plane in Chicago
from Cuba - and maybe he's
lucky to be there. In Cuba he
got a death sentence on conviction of plotting to kill rebel
leader Fidel Castro, but was
given 48 hours to leave instead
Mrs. Lynch
of being
worked tirelessly to save turn

shot.
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67-f-'•o th"Ireton
DOWN

BET QUALITY STARTED chicks
Mill. No phone
at Thurniond's
ITC
calls please.

rtvs

253

RIDERS TO DETROIT. Leaving
Friday 5:00 p.m. Inquire at Johnny's Gulf Station, 4th and Chest4-23C
nut.

COMPLETELY FURNISHED apartment, electrically equipped, electric
heat, large window fan. Available
PART TIME BABY SFITER. Ma- now. 51: nroad stret. E F
TIC
ture lady desired. Inquire PL 34-24P
4994.
A THREE BEDROOM HOME loWALL cated at 13th and Sycamore. Ph
CLEAN
SOMEONE TO
4-23C
4-241C PL 3-2387.
paper. Phone PL 3-3456.
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LOST & FOUND

I

BLUE BICYCLE
DARK
LOST
Meadow
on
seen
Last
basket
Lane Sunday mete Contact Miles
Tcdd, Route 1 ,r see Lloyd Todd
at Ledger & Times alter 3:00
4-213C
p.m.

6

4 ROOMS & BATH. BIG Garden
at Penny.
house
chicken
and
4-22P
Dewey Pace near Penny.
NICE SINGLE ROOMS, HOT and
wk.
each-$8.00
in
waeen
cod
Available now at Beale Hotel.
4-24C

WASH
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1 i••tto 11
S'e'I
tber would scarce forgive
C'"? MTF•1 54
....ef.
in the !oohed at me narrewte. and I ..!
°NMI. CART:.:
Pence the!. Nail • deir's seetrt,
act al accepting a lighted realized she was testing my met- I
stnicy- tie. -You can take stein if you i purault wes -seers& thee(ttl
event-1,h tram a great
head - d blackarauor when I Mimed I Like I'm aware our man s a 'skimmers could outman are API'use ship afloat Hazardous th rieh
shpriery cus?crner."
hei on 0.eelt.
He. 1 reri-zed, k&tbe loost I -Send Slum) with me, it he can the lone voyage to India m•g it
saki. 'WWII collar 'prove. rt. was feasible tot • sailor
chip:
by
d''in. as they are . be spared."
• calib2r Ely Lee m om,
u
Sir Lke
named in this strange country,. i him between
In the end 'since Tom Hoyt !token It we could take ruts note
A cluAter of outrigger canoes,
hugging the :laic' of the vessel, came yawning in deck just as we at face value), ne would return
three of us to these waters in due courre told 'it,
ie now oui railer nad ar- were lowering away) thr
med. A demo ce eus fellows icouvei.geci un the Frenchman s ready, at iong last to wage war.
Our - investigation ended, we rewere roanong the decks Chat- I Sinckad, vac', armed witl' oirtol
tering at the sailors and trading lot cutlass. and each uncertain of turned ta the ship and prepared
melons and other garden truck his next move. Though Motto was to wale anchor I will canteen
tot such gee gaws as our crewn now first mote, 1 Was the lender that my first emotion was one ot
nnle Car relief. Rotin 1 saw nailworked
,
I of this shore patrol -E4
coulo produce.
A wave of B'unnie's hand in. ter's eyes were upon me though bee way deep in pirate nee-lees:
oiled me to loin tier lust as she she continued her ritual parley he had accomptisbed Um Er at
India Commute s mainotnective
was in tne act ot Mowing twill with the dean.
I will confeis a queasy mo- Si exact Statement 01 Laarter's
a great cloud of smoke from the
),
or peace pipe, as a is ment when I stood at the stock- strength and a map of Hugo ea.
calabash
My own minion. ir other wonita,
m
sometimes known
Mosertook a ads gate and sprang the lup
poet in turn, as did the chieftain. with my blade. Clearly I was ex- warerskad before it could rightly

fl
•

111111

4'

•

Then. booing to us all with nat- pected to seize Metdall andbring begineDo we set a course for Rangd
ural good manners, he snapped him to the ship --delivering nun
the pipe on his knee end tossed to the rough Justice of • pirates' Bay?" I asked Baelelic.
"We've no alternative." she seal
This court-martial What If he showed
erserside.
fragments
the
ceremonial act signified that the fight and forced me to fight In a resigned tone. efli Min tie
amity now existing between his hack. Or (what was even worse) glad to dron anchor- thong," I'd
tribe and, tted Carter would re- exposed both Tom and me to the hoped for a better home coming."
Home, to this salt-water Lilith.
ererne as being in his own emmain unbroken.
was only a pirate's Manes yet
Malagasy plot! '
"D'you speak the
My fears soon proved ground. she was returning to it eagerly
tongue. Mr. Donglas?" asked Bon.
to become
nie. "I'd like you to hear his re- leas. for Potin's house was empty. after her exile, ready
From the moment we crossed the e full partner In her sire's ma•
port."
warn her
"I understand the jabber well yard. it was evident that what- rauding Who was I to
the was. to
ever birds had roosted here had that she was choosing
enough, Captain," 1 said.
death, that such defiance of low
The dean told his tale in a lagh flown to other parts.
A note 'scrawled on a sheet could have but one ending'
singsong. rolling his eyes prodi"Your father jean hardly censnowily as he talked. His domain, of foolscap and . pinned to the
said "(nein V.Irrin
I RAW, had changed bid little wall) was the first object to catch sure you" I
command when Metcalf left the
since my last visit. A score of my eye In thoie empty rooms:
ship."
huts still clung to the beach, like Carter:
"It wouldn't have happened if
ft.-say Preenin t•
This tan we
the
clutching
children
ragged
li-en
had
C• rter
skirts of mother sea. Rave for Ring) is your Round. Take 'no Jonathan
rts.d. "it's a bad
meion patches, and a kind of comfort WI, if I choose to nice- *board.' she
start for hip daughter."
(Piddle. like a wOupp4 Cur.
e
stunted corn the Dutch call maAgain I tell silent, realising she
I go straight Sn "'rodeos taking
lies, there was no sign of matt.
station. Only one change had oc- your Janine", lett It Mt. Harp.* Was making the worst of the 7,t he has /earnest there fair as a kind of penance: s,iice
for
curred in the years between.
Resides the crumbled wens of i.s OM Gold he Comport', Cutters. she was herfather's neir. she
the fort, a row of palings enclosed gnough, at root rate, to purchase could do no less Nor could I bl urne
her it she looked forward to that
the yard of a high -stilted house. his Allegiance,
This Mixture will serve notice inheritance as ardently as any
It seemed built entirely of Mr
carded. ship's timbers, save for that your former serieinr Slag princess anticipating nuccesaion.
Bonnie Carier's viewFrom
Its palm -thatch roof. This, ob. soppli'd me with a complete Chart
viously, was the abode of Emile of your stronghold on Ringo Bap. point: her kingdom on Madagam
Prank, the Fmst India Company When the Monsoon Wind's in my car had been earned -as Milne
hi entitle! in its fashion, as England's own
agent who also took orders from Woe. Ili lake
there, to settle our ancient reed. conquest of India Viewed in their
Red Carter.
broadest aspect. had the victories
As we had surmised. Sir Luke once 4 /or all.
Metcalf. oh the Earn India Company on
Metralrs longboat had come In
with the tide id was still moored
The moment I had skimmed foreign soil and Carter's veers of
in a tosia adjoining the "'retitle through this MIRRiVe, 1 rent Mom raiding from his hidden bayou
•
man's rtockadei. Sir Luke and his racing to the beach with the news. been too different ?
"May I ask how soon we'll
valet had gone straight to the Bonnie accepted it calmly enough
agent's house: so far as the dean when she came author* After we reach the anchorage?" I asked ,
"With luck the voyage will end
knew, they had been closeted had explored the environs, we
there ever since,
soon pieced the mystery together. tomorrow. Richard. I must ask
"Will you bring Metcalf aboard.
The basin and the Moored long. you and Dr. Hoyt to stay below
Mr Douglas?" Bonnie asked me, boat, we found, were only blinds when the watch chs nines. Yin:
"We'll consider that your first At the rear of the 'stockade a aren't fun members ot our comShore ditty under essr command." path wound throughthe Jungle. pany until you've taken the oisi h.
"As you velet." I replied stead- ending some four hundred yards As 1 told you, only my
administer it --and we fu-tiercan inimt
lly. "Unless it's too important an to the south at a hidden cove on
keep a few secrets until he doer."
t to delegate."
the far side of the headland.
Her eyes glowed with the m idArched with banyan end liana,
den fire I was beginning to know this harbor was deep enough to
fliclunril most face the pirote
no WeD, "You're riot aisnut its berth • falnetze 'Inner',. Pugin
king. Red Cars*. who can
Inuoirtance," she SAM "Mtowever, had used su ch a vessel often for
doont Will to IS or oekinne
this is one villain I'd prefer sot exploration along the coast. Last
v retie.% 'e
hin, 11. on
,servo,. he had Strive,
'
to face in person, If saw paths night it
, pow erfill novel of pae!osi and
et'ro.61 tin land, I'd Ye torn!Add out DOW', lot :.1r.rir as with a Apr
pirain continues here aloaday.
to MR him down-en act my fa- cial passenger aboard,
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can write
any ordinary pen on the market. You
•
/phis yen boles 20Cn, :.
sack!., Get
Nu level filler! No pressure bale No rubber
Three months on ene
While
or Scho.l. This tramps Good Only
yours NOW. Ideal for Home. Office
This
than le to fell this pen with regular ink.
Advertised Sale Is On! It ceets less
Positively
No more thin 2 pens to each coupon.
Limits
sale!
after
33(0
be
will
pen
sale!
- No pens sold at this price altar
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a hen you use our self meek,
laundrette. Wash 29e Dry lee. We
Wasik. till7
Speed
close.
never
1143C
South Seventh Street,

FEMALE HELP
WAITRESS

WANTED.

Apply

in

person at the Collegiate Restaurant, 1413 West Main. See Clarence
4-29C
Rohw edder.

Hours
Only

.52.51-Use
I Save
This Coupon I

5-YEAR GUARANTEE WITH EACH PEN

Services Offered

TERRY

Hours
Only

SEEKS SHELTER FROM RAIN -Queen Elizabeth II of Great
Britain dashes from nez car to the shelter of an umbrella as
she arrives at Badminton, England, for the horse trials, Also
attending the annual sperts event were the Queen Mother,
Princess Margaret and other members of the royal family.

one genuine $3.00 VUE-ALL VACUUM
This coupon and 491 entitles the bearer to
by
Cortex tip. One seecial size to be used
FILLER SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PEN.
pull az:d it's full. 25.000 words with one
ladies. men, boys ard girls. Zip ,nly one
PLEASE!
TOUCH WRITING. NO SHAKING:
fining. Visible ink supply., INSTANT
No Mail CT Phone Orders.

HOUSE TRAILER, 50 FT. LONG,
two bedrooms. See at 201 North
4-22P
17th st.

77e CIO MAOLir LAICIIV

BY

GUILTYI-Mrs. Connie Nicnolaa
looks aghast as she hears the
voluntary
verdict, guilty of
manslaughter. against her in
the killing of Forrest Teel in
The crime
Indianapolis, Ind.
carries a 2-to-21-year penalty.

NABBED SOUTH OF BORDER A big hunt is over with arrest
Lawrence Sprens
Frank
of
‘shown with and without toupee) at an island resort oft
peninsula.
Yucatan
Mexico's
The Akron, 0.. bank bandit,
enplane stealer and escape artist Is wanted m ee.eral states
and Canada in addition to Ohio.

49c
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Not $3.00
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49c
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Jeweler
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

INCOME NEEDED
!Olt EQUIVALENT
PURCHASING çOWII

Symbol Of Open
Kentucky Derby

$7,03S

11.3 000

$2,970

g30—e2,970

He was so excited he couldn't
stand still. bouncing back and
forth on those stubby little bowed
egs which—with frightful dieting
-orrmit him to be a race rider.
"I kept waiting for one jump
by c'ther tes them which would
let me free, give me racing room."
•r ranted. "It never came. But
nis is a Derby colt. Cause if I'd
gci'cri it, this could would have
rolled for eight days."
That's a jockey's way of pointing out that the colt had plenty
left and was Pete's way of saying
that, with the Wood at a mile
and an eighth, his colt had the
stamina for the added distance of
the rn:le and a quarter Derby.
"I hone they send him." Pete
,Cd. -He pro:ed to me he had
d I sent that big joker in along
*he rail t:ying to get throu;h and
he banged the rail. He was full of
whi•ew ash But he didn't' quit.
Hot damn I sure hope we make
it."

Little Man

1959

19111
INCOME
AND TAXES

$3,21,

$5000

c
$4 941

$25,674

$364

$76,140
$25.000
INCOME AFTER \
TAXES iii or» \
DOLLASS
$23,273
INFLATION PIAS
Cut PutCHASiNG
POWER TmiS NuCN
INCOME 20 YEARS AGO AND NOW if you re, wondering
wily all that mune) ).h. re making now doesn't buy much
more than a lot leas money did 20 years ago, this chart will
give you an idea The chart, made by the National Industrial Cvnfercnce board.trum Bureau of Labor statistics, is
/Central Press)
for a married couple will, two Children.

''‘'Talli1111111111111MOIRWs

PAGE EIGHT
CHOSEN COPTIC POPE
CAIRO (UK — Minael Metawahed el Baramousbi is the 11th
Cuptc pope. The 57-year-old
monk was chosen by lot Sunday
as the head of one million coptic fcUowers in Egypt and five
millirk in Ethiopia.

Today Is MSC
Sports' Biggest

OSCAR FRALEY
United Press International
NEW YORK Ipt4 A !
One of the biggest days of the
man of perpetual hunger emerged
Murray State spring sports season
today as a syrnbol of the wideis set for today as all three teams
open condition of the Kentucky
,io into action, the baseball and
Derby.
tennis teams against Southeast
His name is Pete Anderson and
Miss' un at 1 pm. the track team
he is a barrel-chested jockey who
against Austin Peoy and Fort
looks much !ike a midleweight
Campbell at 7.
U„.hter crouching on his knees.
The baseba'l games and the
, 12:Mi. Saturday he was a workatennis match were originally
day ricl.r fighting a constant apscheduled for yesterday but were
petite in the sweat box witholt
postponed because of wet grounds
any pretension of great turf glory.
and cold weather.
But a third-place ride in the
Presently the track team is unWood Memorial on a lnn ashot
defeated, the baseball team has
which could have won has "The
won four of five games, and the
Ice Cream Kid" dreaming unextenms team has won two and lost
pectedly of the winner's. cir-le at
five.
Church,11 Downs two weeks hence.
When they paraded postward
FAMED TREE FALLS
for :he Wood On Saturday a colt
FA1RHOPE, Ala run-- An old
OFF HIS BACK
called First Landing. with Eddie
m ,gnolia tree which legend says
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. WO —The
Arcaro in the irons, was expected
used as a post office by
to brove that he was the "b:g Paternal Revenue Service reported
Andrew Jackson was blown down
horse" for the approaching Rose that one taxpayer mailed in his by high
winds Monday. Jackson
Run. The opposition, the experts return pinned to a frayed, but
supposedly used the tree during
freshly
laundered
shirt,
would
said,
come from such other,
with his
his cvmpalgns of the War of 1812.1
TO R.T INTO SPACE—Scott Crwsfleld sits in the cockpit of a
hopefuls as Intentionally. Open check for payment written on it•
mockup X-15 used to develop the actual plane during his last
clean
white
front_
& View and tor.
REPORTS ON CASUALTIES
press briefing before he is launched into space from a B-52.
Trapped On Rail
ALGIERS. Algeria
With an actual Atlas missile in the background to climax the
— The
RALLY FOR CASTRO
So what happened' First Land.
World Congress of Flight in Las Vegas. Nev., are the pilots
NEW YORK .upp — The mon French army in Algeria killed or
inc killed off the other big horses
captured 687 rebels last week.
who will fly the X-15 after Crossfleld's Initial flight. They are:
and was leading the way into the In Central Park will be turned
Lt. Comdr. F. S. Peterson Joe Walker and Capt R. M. White.
army headquarters said today.
stretch when he was coll,red by -us'- to 5 ir-Torters of Fidel Castlell
French losses were put at le -a colt called Manassa M•wler, Frday night for a giant rally for
Cubrm prime minister. Mayor dead.
Which isn't even eligible for the
Derby Manassa Mauler, a 84- to I Robert F. Wagner anmunced ago,shot. finished a half length on top day.
HOLD DEFENSE EXERCISE
of the ridden-out First Landing.
1.0NDON
Five NATO
BUSINESS SHORT-LIVID " •nations — Britain. Denmark, BelBut the favorite could have been
- DALLAS. Tex RIPE — A sto gium, France arid The Netherlands
third
mg as we sag OIL - .a. s,, .41
MD In
1111
MN MI 1.1 NM
, That's where Anderson. who fin- in the window of a childnalel —will participate next week
I
Why
pay
the
store
at
big-car
a
new
ished third a half length .back of
stiopping center in a radioactive falloutprice penalty?
ense
reads: "Grand Opening Clearance exercise, the government announcFirst Landing. comes in.
, He was trapped on the rail. Sale."
ed today.
behind the Mauler and inside of
T
First La•rie "Vow down
the !trete-. -r •*ar•A :Per yard
perished under the vun4tni hoofs.
he couldn't get free. So Our Dad,
, his 18 to 1 shot, finished third.
But in the tack room. as, Ar, caro factually admitted that First
: Landing had run out of gas. little
Pete Anderson of the third-place
Pnish was looking hopefully toward Louisville
"Hot damn." he snapped. "Hot
damn."'
Cad Has It

•
SPEAKS AT DEDICATION
WASHINGTON (UM — Former
Pres.dent Harry S. Truman will
be principal speaker at the dedicatinn
f :he
Nat.onal Guard MemLrual Bull.
:ng here May 3, it was announced t, ,lay
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on gas and upkeep

Ira or ell

Fine-Fuel is made a ith extra-lively components.
The extra amounts of high test natural and
aviation elements in Flute-Fuel gist you easier
starting . . . faster engine warm-up . . . quick
acceleration. You get the anti-knock benefits

Murray
Drive-In

resulUng from high octane, yet Flite-Fuel actually
costs less than many other premium gasolines.

Open

Give your car a "youth treatment." Fal up with Fhte-Fuel at

"PIMA ultaPOW
Wei

KIWI GAVIN
111.0 PULVER

u:s toxic'

NOBLE FARRIS, Distributor

001 WIRE
MEWS vision

cwora....4

Murray, Ky.
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cars. New 100-Inch
Get bigger savings, highest resale,
wheelbase RAMBLER AMERICAN
easier parking, plus full 6-pamenger room. Try
Personal$1835
ized Cornfortu separate sectional
sofa front
. I. 1-•••• rima WO 110,
mats. See your Rambler dealer.
Sn= Nolomsta :or

TONITE & THURS.

your Phillips 66 Dealer's.

•

two why Ramblibr now outsells most big

Sta

6 15

PLUS - Color Cartoon
44%/111/..491.144,
410,444.0:469~7.4%.
,

WILSON MOTORS —

SMILE, BUT DON'T NECESSARILY FORGIVE AND FORGET—
GOP National Chairman Senator Thruston Morton I left)
and Democratic National Chairman Paul Butler shake
hands and smile for benefit of the American Society of
Newspaper bettors con .ention In Washington, but that
doesn't necessarily mean they're forgiving and forgetting.

•

515 So. 12th St.
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There's& lively, youthful feeling about motoring
with Phillips 66 Flite-Fuel. And the reason is:
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COATS & SUITS /
1
2 OFF

SPRING

Clearance Sale
- THURSDAY, FRIDAY

and

SATURDAY —

siva MANAGEMENT STORY--Chart illustrates rise In average hourly earnings in the steel industry compared to average hourly earnings in other manufacturing, according to
the American Iron A Steel institute. The institute issued
'the 1540-1958 figures in conjunction with current steel
labor negotiations.
(Central Press)
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ONE LOT MULTI-STRIPE CANNON

TOWELS
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FOR $1.00
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SEE OUR COMP'.E.TE UNE 0
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WHITE STAG &

BOBBIE BROOKS SUPIMER SPORTSWEAR

CLOTIN
COIADNI GET Off DIE FREEWAY —Charles A tibu.id, n omit
carrion from Omani.. Neb., points to various complexit 4a on
map in Los Angeles as he tells about being "trapped" for
agree hours on the freeway system lie ass following me
son ear. io.t it and the -maniac drivers" wouldn t let m
change Lanes. When police finally came to his aid he
couldn't remember the address or even the name of the relative he was going to visit and had to wire back to Omaha.
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